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Seperate
legal
contract
from UW

Ability to
own your
own book

Separate out the activities
that can place outside of
underwriting review. Do
the compliance type
activities at diﬀerent times,
ongoing, automated?

I want to be
able to create
a slip just by
underwriting

Should be able to
see that CH is
checked and good
to go, and do the
underwriting

PPL adds
value
although its
clunky

Get rid of
annual
activity

CH
annoyed at
Bordereau

Multi
year
policy?

Slips should be
recorded in a
structured data
fashion to allow
searching,
querying

Centralised
live data
system,
instead of BDX

What is the
appetite of
the market
- matching

Has to be section
level focus - not
binder level (ie
down to each
speciﬁc product)

Standardise
questions
that are
being asked

Standardise
risk score
for binding

Open-ended
agreement
with CH not annual

Continuous
contract
with a notice
period

Needs to be
equated to
today's
discussion in a
box on a slip

Removal of
annual renewal as
a mandated
activity aligns with
what we are all
about

Replacing with
concept of approval
once a product is
live is a means to
remove the eﬀort
and costs of
achieving this status

Reality is the initial
onboarding and annual
activities in DA are
much hard and costly
to do than in open
market, address this
ﬁrst

Non-renewing
contract/
ongoing
capacity

Ongoing capacity
has potential to
make capacity for
Coverholders
more turbulent

Currently, there
is little by way of
realtime
informaiton
sharing

Info captured on the
digital 'deal sheet' or
short form
proposition could
evolve into a full
business plan

Moving to a
model whereby
Follows just
follow is spot on

What is the
beneﬁt awarded
to the Lead for
doing this work?

Auto-follow
feels like a
brave move in
today's world

For standard
Coverholder props Lead>Follow via
workﬂow is a
massive step
forwards to where
we are today

Links to
rewarding the
Lead for their
eﬀorts for this

This would be a
massive
improvement to
the way that
things are done
today.

The main beneﬁt of
ongoing capacity is to
remove the need to HAVE
to re contract each time
just to achieve the
relationship and
performance assessment
that is the thing that adds
value in reality

Why can't
business planning
start with the
assumption of
ongoing unless
withdrawn?

To support
ongoing capacity,
can the data be
used to give a
market level view
for Lloyd's?

A key aspect to
support has to be
annual
apportionment/
year of account
reporting alignment

Co-Lead - has a
place, particularly
for entities that
want to have
maximum amount
of control within a
proposition

Provided with
recommended capacity
leads based on trading
patterns / exposed
appetites. Broker knows
who they would like to
have as Lead capacity on
the this

Often, established
Brokers will know
who to call and do
so on the phone

The idea of
connecting digitally
within own network
and expanding
network is a good
idea

Lead underwriting:
digital comms,
connectivity to
support own system
usage for U/W

Important for
Follows to conﬁrm
they have reviewed,
conducted own
checks and
accepted

Need to consider
that some entities
place a higher
level of quality on
their own checks

A means to
introduce the
Lead>Follow model
using digital tooling
and workﬂow to do
this

Diﬀerent reg
compliances
- global vs
london

Could be a useful
means of
collaborating with
the Lead on policy
wording

Renewals - Unless
Lloyd's change, the
constraint of every
venture being a 12
month contract will
always be a problem

Contract exit
trigger clauses
would need to be
more
comprehensive
for this to work

Moving to
ongoing checks
when required
will remove the
bottleneck for
CHs

Is it possible to
separate
contract from
ongoing
capacity?

Light touch
checks would
require a
mindset change
from Lloyd's

Opens up the
opportunity
for task/value
driven
Brokerage

A means for all
parties to make
their position
and appetite
known

Ability to
optionally set
reminders to
chase up on
contacts would be
helpful

An MVP for
this needs to
be focussed
and super
stable

Recognising that
each territory has
own/diﬀering
regs, the need for
a standard has to
be dynamic

Making contract
amends by
exception saves
time but having an
agreed performance
review date is still
useful

Two-stage
process:
Compliance
approved,
Product live

Increased visibility
to support
Lead>Follow
information ﬂow

Replacing
contract
with digital
proposition

Placement is now
digital, speed,
eﬃciency, no more
wet stamps. All
detail digitised,
auditable, traceable

Lloyd's mandating
what should be
checked needs to
include frequency
of checks also

The concept of no
more renewals is
awesome from a
Coverholder
perspective

This model needs Lloyd's to
set the rules for usage, a
big opportunity to shut
down the non-additive
conversations and
demands for information
that currently take place
across the follows

Would never
blindly
follow a lead
underwriter

Potential to use as
a means of
deciding whether
to follow a lead in
deciding capacity

Brokers create
proposition
and engage
CH community
to sell to

Ability for Brokers to open
into existing Coverholders
who already have own
Broker relationship would
not be well received or
supported by the Broker
community

Matching risk
with appetite
is a diﬃcult
element to
position in DA

How to play to
the worth of
the broker, vs
making them
lazy

Parties could specify
their preferences to
help shape the
decision of who to
connect and
collaborate with

Need to be clear on what
elements could be
undertaken at market level
- will always be a need for
U/W speciﬁc information
assessment

Some bits can
be
standardised
but deﬁnitely
not all

Ability to
intelligently match
propositions
could work well
but needs to be
simple to use

There are already
consortia attempts
to collate appetite
across markets that
this could support

Find out
where
appetite is matching

Due Diligence that
MAs have to carry
out are a
roadblock to
getting things
done.

Have to
aim for this
- game
changer

Minimum investment term
gives CH conﬁdence, opens
room for discussion on
shorter notice periods
afterwards, specially where
quicker to ﬁnd alternative
capacity

Lloyd's could
help set the
base info
standard for
this

Lloyd's business
planning process
is a constraint to
removing annual
renewals

A digital solution
may make it faster
to obtain capacity
but how might this
result in increased
capacity.

Opp for Brokers
to assist with info
ﬂow on the input
side for smaller
participants?

Resistance to get to the
obvious answers by
brokers. Simplify
interaction between
CH/MAs/Brokers , it
reduces the need for
placing broker, so they are
reluctant to engage with
these proposals.

To make DA the market of
choice, it has to be about
partnership, making it easy
to transact and viewed as a
reliable/trustworthy
partnership for
Coverholders

Optionality of
whether to
engage within or
outside of the
platform is
needed

Additive
vs core

Tooling to
collaborate is the
easy bit, this
requires a
mindset change at
a senior level

Less is
more what is the
right info

Getting to a
base standard
of info for
Underwriting
will be diﬃcult

Ability to
workﬂow and
e-sign/stamp
slips

Binder site - Lead
able to do the
majority of work,
follow can then
follow and see
status

Identify CH
underline
policy
wording

Opportunity to
move more to
lead/follow in
the main?

Follows Due
Diligence should
be about the
quality of the
Leader

Need a means for
MA conﬁrmation
to assist in
business planning

Will this solidify a
position of which
Leads a Follow is
prepared to
follow.

Suspect the year
of account/
annual accounting
is a driver behind
this.

To make this
work, requires
follow element to
be standardised/
mandated

Encourages
bilateral CH to UW
for propositions in
the more
established
classes

Cater for
workﬂow outside
of marketplace within syndicate
workﬂow

Use consortium
as a means of
addressing
subscription
challenges

Info standardisation
is needed but has to
be supported with
ﬂexibility as to how
used. Optionality is
key to driving
adoption

Control of
ﬁles
important

Would need to
reﬂect the
complexities of
syndicate appetite,
too simple = won't
work

Information sharing
needs to be done in
a way that drives
healthy behaviour
and does not over
disclose

Match
capacity
with gap

To make this
work, Lloyd's
need to take a
stronger position
and mandate
some uniformity

Needs to be at
least comparable
with open market
alternatives

I want to be
able to create
a slip just by
underwriting

MA viewpoint:
Binders rarely
amended, why
do we need
them at all

Nowadays,
particularly US
property, the value
of having the Lloyd's
logo on the policy is
reducing

Year of
account
process

Optimal model for
this is to have
analysis ongoing so
that renewal (as
such) is an act of
approval on contract

Rolling
contracts
vs annual

The current need
to data cleanse is
deliberately
causing a break in
the information
ﬂow.

Lloyd's can assist
in solving this by
mandating some
of the information
requirements

Some CH
wants to
control all data
- not
relinquish

360 degree
working
relationship

Ability to collab on
data together in real
time and aware of
amends in real time
is the ideal but
incredibly diﬃcult to
achieve

Need to be
mindful this
doesn't stiﬂe
conversations to
risk assess in UW

Bespoke info
requirements option to bring
this to the table
earlier during
collaboration?

Ability to
comment
around
existing docs

MAs should
have the ability
to choose
whether to
specify appetite

Brokers to look across
the investment side of
the market for appetite
- This provides the data
to drive the
engagement but is it a
priority?

Tie in with building a
data set about other
stakeholder groups
than Coverholders
and using this to
support decision
making?

Some Brokers
place a large
number of 100%
placement that all
share the same
risk

Co-lead gives
Coverholders best
opportunity to
gain investment
but it is a massive
pain to do

Split views on whether
Co-lead is necessary
with this capability in
place. Optionality
needed and revisit to
see where adoption is
occurring most

Removing annual
attestation, simplifying
due diligence to ask
what is needed when
needed and make this
visible to those who
need to see it is great

Anything
related to
factﬁnding,
admin etc. is a
good idea

brokers
eﬀected by
Lloyd's
performance
drive

Datasets are
being
enhanced
individually
currently.

Many companies
are already on the
path of digitising
this type of
activity
individually.

Challenge the
level of
Detail/DD that is
being asked for
Lead/follow

API submission
could alleviate this
but is the
information being
covered by
Bordereau what is
needed to transact?

Proposition precis is
a good idea, a nonbinding means of
gauging interest and
starting the
relationship with a
Lead

Broker viewpoint - This
aligns with what some of
the bigger Broker
companies are doing now
to qualify propositions
before spending time to
take to market

Early identiﬁcation
of the value of the
initial proposal is a
smart way of
qualifying without a
lot of time/eﬀort
investment

Product Simpliﬁcation viewpoint
- standardising proposition
where possible, simplifying the
product included means we'll get
to an answer on viability quicker.
Helps all parties in the chain in
the long run, particularly the
Coverholders.

Potential to use same
workﬂow to bring the
TPA into the discussion
to evidence their
readiness/suitability
and commitments to a
proposition

Coverholder
status award has
value to the
market, this
should not be lost
in any changes

Ability to manually
enter contacts to
complete the
comms audit history
would be useful but
can't be mandatory

Taking learnings
from Lloyd's Bridge
attempt,
collaboration only
works where you
have everybody on
board and using

Measure with
sanctions
should include
things like
data quality

Information
split between
the entity and
binder is more
binder

Syndicate expenses
have increased from
6-8% to 18-20%,
brokers have
remained static
broadly at 5%

This seem to be
driven by
Compliance
activities, with lots
of duplication

Focus should be
on underwriting
quality and depth,
not compliance
attainment

Diﬀerences
between Lead and
Follows should be
an exception not
the norm.

Suspect using
APIs to ﬂow data
is the key to
making this model
easier for CHs

Manual
Bordereau
submission
shouldn't be a
thing in this day
and age

Take the problem
away from
needing people to
ﬁll the gap and
mandate it

Atrium have
made great
progress in
standardising
the info set

Make it right and
trustworthy and
MAs won't need to
repeatedly or
individually ask for
this information.

Be mindful that a
conversation between
follow and Lead could
'panic' the discussion and
delay rather than speed up.
This is something the
Broker can assist with

Extend the
expectations,
training,
introduction to key
responsibilities to
support induction of
additional users

Who sets the minimum
standards centralising to remove
debate and complete
faster makes more
space and time for
product discussion

There is
deﬁnitely a
place in the
Market for the
London Broker

We spend so much
time handballing
information,
anything like this
that saves time
would be an
improvement

Display order
should change to
show closest
match based
upon
appetite/tags

All
stakeholders
collab at the
same time tripartite

Unless Lloyd's
take a strong
stance - data
won't improve

Base level
standards
needed

Enhanced visibility
of TPA
performance
allows option to
write into contract

Why should
the follow
have to do all
the checks

Mandating e-sig
would make
docs usable in
an automated
comparison

What level of
info adds
value 'v' USP
for
underwriters?

Have to be mindful
that Brokers have a
responsibility to
look across all
markets and ﬁnd
the best deal for
their Customer

Making data ﬂow
& visible moves
the conversation
on from form
corrections to
underwriting

Giving access to
data - have to
ensure the
responsibilities of
data use are
respected and
controlled

Option for
forum/board area for
people to view to
understand
proposition, appetite
etc. could have value to
help people to connect

It should be possible
to see where you
are at with a
proposition. No
reason why it
shouldn't be easy to
track

Opportunity to
share information
between
lead/follows to
avoid duplication
of requests

At what point
makes sense
for it to be
opened to all
parties?

How to improve
collaboration vs
high level
business
direction?

highlighting
the impact for
the CH to
adopt digital
contracts

Language
could be a
barrier to
centralising
audit activity

Have to be
mindful this
doesn't become a
barrier to entering
new territories

Direction needed
form Lloyd's as to
what the
minimum scope
of an audit needs
to be

Audit default should
be remote not
onsite. Only onsite
when
needed/mandated

Having the option
to pre-set follow
strategy and use
workﬂow and
automation is
good

Frequent checking
of the contract - 3
months advance
send guidance what
need to be changed
in the contract

Consistency of audit is
an aspect that still
requires improvement constantly ﬁnding
diﬀerences in audit
standard and
experiences.

Should be
capacity
agnostic

Annual renewal is a
concept that doesn't
align with what we
are asking of
Coverholders to join
and participate in
the market

What role does
the Broker play in
amends rather
than replacing
capacity?

What is Lloyd's
viewpoint of
changing/
reﬁning the
data needed

DA works best
when it's a
tripartite
relationship and
collaboration

Have to recognise
that an intermediary
isn't always required
but bring a lot of
value in many cases

Optionality within
the solution for
these diﬀerent
journeys is
needed

Build in preagreed limits to
monitor and ﬂag
how MAs are
working against
business plan?

Opportunity to scrape and
collate only the information
that is required form a
document/ﬁle - don't have
to show everything where
its not needed

Brokers can
already do a
good job of
guiding the
prop

Advertising
their
capacity

Consideration needs
to be given to
oversharing
information relating
to investment
appetite

Commercially, how are
syndicates going to be
asked to contribute to
this. Is is part of the
current Box cost, a
cheaper alternative,
something else?

Any cost savings
achieved with
something like this
has to shared across
the market
participants to drive
adoption

Maintaining
box space in
the room is
very, very
expensive

Exception based
checks rather than
re-doing the whole
process each year
has a lot of potential
to add value

Centralisation of
information and how this
can improve the processes
of compliance and insight
to support underwriting is
where this adds the most
value

Visibility of
information
between Lead and
follows would
remove this.

With the 1:1 bottleneck
removed, and if it's
easy to withdraw
leaves the Lloyd's
business planning
activity to be
challenged

Ongoing
capacity making
it easier to place
and replace
business?

Withdrawing
capacity can have
wider implications
to the book of
business,
relationship etc.

If not reviewing a contract
annually, good
stakeholders will still
regularly review and
discuss to ensure the
relationship is strong and
performance is as good as
expected

Lloyd's business
planning
process? Would
this get in the
way

Not about
simplifying but
making more
eﬃcient

Opportunity for
Lloyd's to set a
standard and
stop providing
approval

Need to consider
volumes of new
propositions
entering the
market

Can't be run as
a project type
workﬂow,
adoption will
struggle

Real-time wider picture
of how CH is
operating

Important to
understand the
role of the
Broker in
ﬁnding capacity

Acknowledgement
of the relationship
'owner' needs to be
factored into
thinking for CH's to
connect directly with
MA etc.

Puts a real focus on
the value being
added by the Broker
with this type of
solution available to
Coverholders and
MAs

Should be
additive to
current ways of
working but
enables a change
for future

Lloyd's
Coverholder
bridge was a
similar idea and
adoption wasn't
high

Clarity needed
on legal status
if making Lead
decision visible
to Follows

For this to work,
the Lead
requirement
needs to be
thorough and
quality

Adding some control to the
lead follow discussions
could add beneﬁt but it
may always be needed.
Automating follow is
unlikely to be adopted in
the main within DA

If using this to 'stamp'
against, would have to
also contain lots of
additional structured
information e.g.
settlement processes

Too many
layers remove Lloyd's
barriers

Is co-Lead
needed with
this level of
access to
information?

Notice periods - even
with open capacity, is a
standard np required
or should it continue to
be diﬀerent for each
agreement?

Co-lead not
something
that is used
much

Auto-follow implies
simple transactions most in DA are
nuanced and
require more
thought before
committing

Handshake between
ﬂexibility to constantly
adjust is contrary to the
ask for evergreen/
ongoing placement.
Will never be achieved
so what's the optimal?

Seamless
ﬂow of
data is key

Information sharing
needs to be done in
a way that drives
healthy behaviour
and does not over
disclose

Rating
associated to
level of DD
completed

Introduce SLAs for
downstream
stakeholders to
commit to when
assessing CH as par
of onboarding?

Share data
traceability

Workﬂow has potential
to be useful to move
things around
internally as well as
across diﬀerent
companies in the chain

Select what
might change
- notify
against that

There is a Lloyd's
audit system, but
everybody works
form email as its a
silo

User
conformity
may be
diﬃcult

Diﬀerent types of
visibility needed e.g. all parties,
1-2-1 between UW
and Broker

This would be
helpful, but needs
to be real time as
appetite changes
all of the time

Concept of enhancing
how we bring
propositions to market
rather than new
Coverholders is where
this is exciting

Expanding on the
PPL concept, is
this an
opportunity to
remove double
keying of info?

Important to
understand
how this aligns
(or not) with
FAL

1st time
investment
decisions hinge
strongly on
relationships with
the Coverholder

Simplify base
level of data
that is needed
to build upon

What is the
information
that is actually
needed

Setting out
requirements upfront
adds value to the
process as allows
Coverholders and
Brokers to commence
earlier, saves time.

Coverholders that may
be talking about
continuous and risk
could be businesses
that aren't able to do
business well in the
ﬁrst place

Ability to use
automation to check
adherence to
standards, both
onboarding and
ongoing would save
lots of eﬀort and time

Ongoing Compliance
Oversight was a good
idea but seems to have
ﬁzzled out when it
came back to Lloyd's to
take the lead and
mandate

Whilst Lloyd's
have control of
DD, syndicates
have to
answer to FCA

How do we ensure
intent of CH to join
is serious before we
ask downstream
stakeholders to
spend time and cost
on this application?

Anything that
goes into Lloyd's
for a decision
feels like its gone
into a Black hole

It is the role of the
Broker to ﬁnd the
market, if we
seperate
onboarding from
proposition this
changes what CH

Opportunity to
amend the
traditional xpoints of deal
Brokerage
remuneration

Using this to
introduce activity
level Broker
services and
associated fees
has potential

Where this saves eﬀort
for the Brokers is the
most likely opportunity
for change to current
fees and charges for
Brokerage

A means of
identifying the
elements of
Broker services
that add value in
today's world

Workﬂow should be
something that can be
used internally within
the Company, not just
about engagement
between diﬀerent
companies

Needs to
recognise that in
some scenarios, a
Broker is not
always necessary
to transact

Diﬀerent individuals
at MAs have
diﬀerent
preferences of being
contacted. Needs to
support multiple
options

Personal
connections
are extremely
important to
collaboration

Opportunity to
standardise the info
set for lead/follow.
Challenge and
remove the follow
questions that are
gilding the lily

Matching
appetite with
risk is a key
component of
this

Viewpoint that DA is
about creating a lasting
binder and so taking
time to build the
relationship before
committing is generally
not an issue

Many
relationships
are with
individuals,
not company

Market performance has
not been great over last
few years. Individual
involvement and links to
previous performance etc.
can help companies to
decline

Digital
equivalent
to box
"virtual box"

Can't
guarantee
capacity for
following year

Treaty cancel at
any time?

Cancellation
terms review Lloyds
limitations

Claims data
essential to
supporting U/W
assessment and
decision making re.
ongoing capacity

bylaws need to
be considered
for alignment
to this sort of
model

The current process
of onboarding for a
CH makes them
inadequate,
disaﬀected and
pissed oﬀ

Got to get it
right ﬁrst time,
don't build a
legacy of
confusion

Signing
'one and
done'

(good) Brokers deal
with this for their
Coverholders but the
issue from their
viewpoint is the multiparty approval that is
required in DA

The real decisions
made to use DA are
occurring at an earlier
stage. Turn this
around, make it easy to
enter and connect to
start the relationship?

Early opportunity
to connect and
pair Coverholders
with Brokers in
growth territories
for future?

Information
requirement
needs to be
valid and
justiﬁed

For Coverholders who are based
outside of UK/EU - digital tooling
to collaborate, network and
transact in one space is hugely
beneﬁcial. We feel like we miss
out on opportunities when we
can't be in London. COVID has
brought this into sharp focus

In DA, the best
propositions
are built using
good quality
collaboration

Idea like this would
only work with a
good level of
adoption across all
stakeholders (short
form prop)

To ensure
conﬁdentiality,
information is
shared by invitation
only. Not everything
visible to everybody
all of the time

The ability for all
interested parties to
see the proposition
(and gaps) in real
time could be a
game changer

There can be a
big diﬀerence in
SLAs between
large and small
entities

Ability to connect to
external systems to
workﬂow is as
important as being
able to do within the
platform

If standardised,
there is potential to
remove the need for
follows to check the
same things when
already satisﬁed

The checks
required to
establish regs
compliance
should be exactly
the same for all

Lloyd's need to step
up and conﬁrm
what information
should be used as
the minimum
standard for
Compliance

Would need the
ability to have
open and private
conversations, vid
calls etc.

APIs into the data
stores so that info
is accessible real
time is the dream
for us

Correct level
of wording
needed Lloyd's

Lineage
model is a
good one
to consider

From a Broker
perspective, there is
value in sponsorship
as provides early
opportunity for a
proposition

Sharing
information is
a key part of
solving the
problem

Optionality for
both needs to
always exist to
service diﬀerent
Coverholders with
diﬀerent needs

Less frequent
audits for
Coverholders in
good standing is
a good idea

A good user
interface and
experience for
all Stakeholders
is needed

Moving a risk
based decision
assessment re.
Compliance will
be an
improvement

Handling IP where
collaboration
results in a party
dropping out

Broker viewpoint - at what
point is the Coverholder
committed to their
relationship on this. Setting
the Broker of record for a
proposition

Broker viewpoint - has to be
something that allows CH's to
engage the right Broker for
them. This is wider than just the
Lloyd's market, the right Broker
will navigate open market as well
to get the right outcome for the
Coverholder

Improving ways
of collaborating
feeds into the
timeliness
solution

Product
Collaboration is
where the
relationship
starts to be built

Managing relationships
with multiple Brokers
needs to be considered.
What is the minimum level
of engagement? Is it 1
Broker per proposition?

Tying
communication
information
together could be an
expensive option to
something that isn't
an issue in DA

This is actually a
means of
connecting all
parties at the
right point in time

Dynamic so changes
depending on
experience in
classes or territory.
Needs to be simple
and seamless to end
user

Compensate
the lead/follow
for the MA
process?
(leader fees?)

Potential to
reduce
costs in this
space

Replacing Binders with a
digital record that all can
see and work on when
required is an exciting idea
compared to the current
experience which is akin to
sending information into a
black hole

Single source of
truth, remove the
barriers between
entities that prevent
us from joining up
date and
undertaking analysis

PPL
systems
not ﬁt for
binders

Works for individual
companies but
requires
Coverholders to
access and use
multiple systems
multiple times

What role
does the
Broker play in
Onboard in
this model?

Trying to position
Atlas with
Coverholders is
like trying to sell a
car that doesn't
drive

Beneﬁts of removing
duplication and
speed up the
process for both
Onboarding and
annual due diligence
are massive

Use information
sharing to
navigate the
'spider's web'
that is DA

What
would be
useful to
automate?

At what point
does this stop
and become
relationship
building?

Concept of using workﬂow
to support follow activity
on a new proposition feels
like something you'd ﬁnd in
open market. Not sure if
the DA market could get
comfortable with this

Moving to a task/value
based Brokerage
services, sense is that
would need the market
to make the decision
big bang to force the
change

Not many CH's
would access
business in
this way?

Supports early
engagement with
TPA and bring
them into the
discussion before
binder is signed

Ability to collaborate
remotely is
something that is
useful now and
likely to become
more normal going
forwards

Needs to be
optional, not
everybody will
want to use this.
Or use it al of the
time

Which
markets and
teams have
diﬀ capacity

Removing delays in
system/process for a
proposition will help but
delays in 1st time
proposition launch could
well be tied into to building
the CH relationship

Relationship
building/trust is
really about the
delegation of risk
decision making

Get comfortable
with the risk
weighting of the
party that will be
carrying the pen

Lloyd's should be leading
this and setting the
minimum standards for the
market level data
requirements, including
regs and compliance

There is a lot of
duplication currently
but equally, the
information
provided is often
not right and so
causes delays

Moving to a model
where follows can
work with the same
info as used by
Leads would a major
improvement

Lead/follow
concept

Onboarding
CH - joined
up workﬂow

how does this
eﬀect current
sponsorship
workﬂow

Its important for a new
CH when entering the
marketplace to have
backing of a syndicate
who is willing to engage
them.

Demands
for CH come
from many
diﬀ sources

The perception
of sponsorship
is perceived as
antiquated

Once signed
of, sharing
with Lloyd's
then brings
duplication

Concurrent
working - people
working on
diﬀerent areas
simultaneously

See statusassign
tasks

Email a
problem
with
notiﬁcations

Optionality is a key
requirement - those
that need a Broker
should have the
means to access
when needed

Considerations when engaging
non-verbally via platform:
Need to be careful this doesn't
create false impression of
appetite and interest just
because it 'matches'.
It could create the impression of
oversupply which has potential
to incorrectly impact pricing

From a Broker
perspective, really
like the idea of being
able to identify a
pool of interest
based upon
proposition tags

Removes
delay and
duplication

Sharing information
with multiple
syndicates is a
challenge. They all
want diﬀerent
things

That said,
decisions are
made on past
performance
and reputation

Ability to set
own workﬂow
and SLAs for
diﬀerent entities
is important

Assessment of
information
submission
timeliness?

What then
happens with
the information
that is captured

being able to
identify which
individual is
involved would
be helpful

Follows raising
queries with Leads
has potential but
can't be allowed to
become
underwriting by
committee

Value in
sponsorship

Is
sponsorship
required?

Syndicates
unwilling to
sponsor unless
there's a deal at
the end of it

Product element
isn't the hardest
bit, getting
syndicate sign oﬀ
is

Approve
Coverholder to the
market once, use
this to gate
contracting rather
than redo each time

Separate the
entity
compliance/
due dill checks
from product

There is a point at which
multiple follows doesn't
add value to the
Underwriting discussion
but potentially the
discussion needs to be
allowed between Follows
and Broker

Controlling the discussion
so that doesn't become
opportunity for follow to
materially alter the
proposition will be
challenging but needed for
this to work

A proposition HAS to have
an owner. It should
possible to bring an idea
into this and then choose
not to follow through
without relinquishing
ownership of the idea

Building a business
plan - often requires
discussion to take
place directly
between Broker and
Underwriter

Often a conﬁdential
conversation, not
something that
should be
shared/visible to all

In the main,
Coverholders will
know who they
want to engage as
a Broker

Requires the
MAs to keep this
up to date - in
their interest to
do so.

Point at which
appropriate to invite
U/W into the
conversation diﬀers
depending on the
proposition

Even those who
want to adopt within
the platform may be
early in a
commercial contract
with a systems
provider

If using this to encourage
discussion between Lead &
Follows, needs to mindful
of anti-trust and collusion
activity. Has to be able to
safeguard against this.

Use to restrict
changes once
Lead has set
the price

Need to be aware
of investment in
similar product
types to existing
binders

Needs to have
solid trend
analysis and
reporting

Using a system like
this to streamline
syndicate
compliance
processing would
make the whole
process a lot faster

Lloyd's current
approach can focus
too much on some
elements and
completely miss
others

The reason I don't
expose my Clients to
Atlas is to save them
from suﬀering such
a diﬃcult
experience

Focus energy into
a central area,
simply and make
it right for those
who need it

DA needs to be
digitised, its going
to solve a lot of
the problems we
currently have

Some CH
may not
want to
share data

Consider separating boilerplate
content from nuanced content MSA>Schedule
model?Coverholder perspective
is that centralising information
and sharing is ideal but needs
MAs to buy into and support this

To replace this would
need to be simple,
additive not an over
complication of what
can currently be
achieved via email

Proposition evolves
to become
structured data in
place of a contract,
won't work without
this

Needs to encourage
competitiveness,
this is an area where
Brokers add high
amount of value

Use as a means of
progressing a
proposition without
always having to do
the compliance
checks whether
needed or not

Needs to be a
private
conversation,
not visible to all
in the market

Search function is
key to minimise
time spent
reviewing,
compiling a
market list

Currently using
an internal
currently using
Trade-ed to key
in market list.

Flexibility not a one
size ﬁts all

Claims
quality
data

This can raise
the bar, having
UW rather than
DA UW helping
raise standards

Connect
UW with
claims

Repurpose the
eﬀort to the
elements that
add value

PPL clunky

If we're moving to a
world where we're not
working form London
as much, this model is
a good means of
ensuring ﬂexibility and
eﬃciency

Accessible
to all
parties

Is it the right thing
for Coverholders
to be asked to
provide this
information or
should it Brokers?

Has potential
to reduce
Compliance
overheads

A single party (Lloyd's
or AI?) should be
responsible for
Coverholder checks,
and no more than one
downstream party
should review/approve

Provides an
opportunity to
challenge why this
needs to go to
Lloyd's for
approval

Allows innovative approach
to checking entities. Maybe
those with less trading
history are checked more
frequently in recognition
that they do not have
everything we'd normally
ask of a Coverholder?

Ability to narrow
down to shortlist
of Brokers to
connect with is
useful in this
instance

Experienced
Brokers will
collaborate with
the CH to ﬁrm up
the business plan

Caters for CHs
who don't have an
existing
experienced
Broker to engage
with

Opportunity to
bring capacity
into the
discussion
earlier

Brokers have the
knowledge
required to
understand the
right territories,
funders etc.

Option to integrate
with systems like
this as well as option
to use platform
would be beneﬁcial

Has potential
to positively
impact
productivity as
saves time

Immediate
access to who
has gaps and
where to ﬁt
the product

The industry
would gain
from tripartite
concurrent
working

Will enable
reduction of costs
and eﬃciencies bring back
revenue to the
process

Current
compliance
process is far
too clunky

Same doc
collaboration
is useful,
anything that
saves time

When engaging
Lead/Follow,
actually
happens
concurrently

This has to be
considered
against the
prestige of being
a Lloyd's
Coverholder

If the syndicate
is happy enough
to invest, do
Lloyd's need to
have approval?

The burden of
DD should be
on the MA's
not the CH's ?

If Lloyd's processes
can't be brought up to
date, companies will
start to leave Lloyd's
behind as they realise
new ways of doing
business

Track
workﬂow
and status

Opportunity to
create entity
speciﬁc
boilerplate to be
used each time

Ongoing
onboarding training module,
support to scale

Clearer
deﬁned route
to market for
new CH's

Term
sheet
summary

Diﬀ stages
of deal checklist?

Smart and
feasible way of
using
standardised data
to workﬂow

Face to Face
interaction matters,
even where not in
person. Email isn't
the way to engage
where F2F is not
physically possible

Take cost
out - cost
is people

Equally, quite like the
option to do this to
identify Coverholders
with propositions that
align with where the
Broker knows there is
appetite

Using a digital
means of
sharing/moving
data more
eﬃciently is a
good idea

This works as a means
of removing/ reducing
the overheads of the
grunt work/ admin of
DA to free up time to
be spent to spent on
the nuances of DA

Sales force and
capacity needs to
always be there everything else
should support
this

e-placement is a
great opportunity
for Lloyd's to adopt
this way of working.
Listen to the market
and let them
inﬂuence the design

Any diﬀerences
should be related
to underwriting,
not due
dilligence/complia
nce

Potential to use
via workﬂow to
drive the market
list and obtain %
commitment

Does
sponsorship
still
required?

BCPs for
example, what
level of detail
do we need?

Info requirement
min. standard has to
be combination of
what Lloyd's say
needed and what
MAs believe needed

When entering,
information
requirement could
be driven by
intended classes of
business and
jurisdiction?

Needs to be easy for
Coverholders to fall
back into this
process where they
wish to change their
authority level

An important
element of entity
level compliance is
establishing a CH's
means of providing
quality and timely
data

Checklist - base
standard/metric

Concept = low
level detail >
Business case,
checklists

System
should do
the work for
you - assist

Concurrent
working vs
binary

audit trail traceability
/regs

Recognising that
diﬀerent
stakeholder
groups will have
diﬀerent tagging
interests

A means to understand
appetite of MAs is a
good way of widening
network and
minimising time ﬁnding
the right Lead to
engage

Ability to
control who
sees what is
important to
Brokers

More clarity on regs and
compliance form the FCA
means its possible for a
centralised position on
compliance, allowing
individuals to focus on their
underwriting risks

Would this require
stakeholders to start
providing
information that
they don't currently?

Ability to use
automation to check
adherence to
standards, both
onboarding and
ongoing would save
lots of eﬀort and time

Take a step back
and manage
Expectations
against syndicate
requirements

One and done to trade
& transact: Checks
should be done where
needed, done once
unless there is a real
reason to do
repeatedly

Ties to the
function of
making CH's R&Rs
clear as part of
onboarding

Creating a
marketing sheet to
run via workﬂow
would be useful and
links to risk
exchange initiative
in train at Lloyds

Has to be a tool
that works for
you, not
something you
have to work for

A workﬂow
solution to
undertake binding
would be useful
to Broker

Info/data collaborating
could work and bring
beneﬁt but needs to be
select use in process
and recognise diﬀering
levels of IT literacy of
S=individuals

"making it
happen" have visibility
on the docs

Splitting entry to
obtaining support for a
proposition could make
DA more exciting to
CH's considering
entering in the future

Could use
to create a
digital
market list.

Lloyd's should use
this as an
opportunity to set
the agenda for
the embryonic
FAL idea

Could support
options for CH
to connect &
collaborate with
U/W directly

Maximum
standards
not
minimum

Brokers
and Ch's
connecting
with UW

Early vs late
visibility based on
category

Currently done
word of mouth,
this would
provide a central
means of
collaborating

Comms
options could
include phone,
DM, email,
video call

Intelligent
matching/virtual
marketplace ﬁltering

Collab on
relationships

Taster document
(short form
proposition)
would be a good
idea to attract
initial interest

Be able to
connect as a
new
coverholder see a directory

Is there still the
same prestige
around Lloyd's does onboarding CH
in a diﬀ way help
boost the busines

Cost needs
to be
looked at
for CH

FCA and
Lloyd's need
to comms to improve

Lloyd's tried
to create
standards
previously

Reg compliance
standardisation is
an area where CH
burden and
administrative costs
can be reduced

inclusive
of small
CH's

It should be simple
and straight
forwards to
understand what is
required of you as a
CH to join DA

Using automation
to run the checks
in the background
will be helpful

The ability to sign up
once and access all
capacity within the
market will make it a
lot easier for us
Coverholders

Really like the
idea of
separating legal
from product
discussions

Being reminded
when items are
due to be
updated when
needed is very
helpful

Consideration
needs to be given
to ensuring this
doesn't allow a
free for all of
entrants

Syndicate
speciﬁc
rules

Trust is vital who is making
the decisions
re. what info is
required

Onboarding
= Entity level
due
diligence

The driver for
attracting
Coverholders to
Lloyd's is not
going to be
eﬃciency

Important to remember
that there is a lot of work
required ahead of joining
DA - there is an opportunity
to help with setting up the
company prior to joining
DA

Enquiry option to
trigger guidance
on setting up the
company ahead
of joining

One of the good
things about
being a DA
Coverholder is not
everybody can do
it or become one

how to
become a
CH? checklists

Potential for
diﬀerent min.
levels of info by
class to avoid a
one size ﬁts all
template

What is the
base level
(for
compliance)

Checks of
individual MGAs
would need to be
standardised. Is
this possible?

For those that
don't need or
achieve full
authorisation, full
checks delay and
hinder joining

Consider CH in a
box type option that
allows faster entry
and proposition
launch and
refunding

Membership is
complex as covers
both Lloyd's but
also speciﬁcs
relating to MGA

Would need a
base level of
information to
be agreed as a
market

FCA compliance
should be the driver,
with Lloyd's min
standards of
membership
overlaid.

You should be
able to track
Membership
progress

FCA > MGA
have
accountability

Levels of checks
to join could
depend on the
levels of
authorisation

If it were possible to
create a 'one and
done' onboarding
solution - "it
wouldn't be Lloyd's!"

What is the
base level of
DD? - Note
Atlas base
criteria

The diﬀerent
requirements of the
syndicates is not
wildly diﬀerent, its
annoingly diﬀerent
for no real reason
that makes sense

Premise of base
information is
correct but
recognise that
individual needs
may diﬀer

Why make CH
jump through
unnecessary
hoops

Creating a base level
of information to
join will be
challenging with so
many syndicates
who diﬀer in their
requirements

Initial
registration +
business plan
possible?

These ideas
should be crossreferenced
against FAL and
BP2

What is the
base level
Lloyd's
need?

Don't
lose the
prestige

Financial
stability yes/no

Apply some
quality gates
to be applied
at onboarding
stage

There is
prestige
for CH's

Combine
compliance activities
with Lloyd's audit
activity - why make
the Lead MA's do
this, What's the
beneﬁt?

Automate on
exception
and report by
demand

Sign up once with all
info to digital
marketplace, rework
by exception according to change
criteria

Right way to go for
items that are
generically required
- automate as much
you can and report
exception

Reducing
complexity
- improving
access

Important to cater
for newer entities
with established
backing fundamentally
changes the risk
view of a company.

Modernising how
we get Coverholders
through the entity
level
checks/compliance
is a good idea.

Separating legal from
product in principle is
good, but need to
recognise that some
elements are ongoing
not 'one and done'

Currently, Lloyd's
approve
Coverholders each
year and MAs are
then asking for
further information.
This needs to stop

Important to make
clear from onboarding
that Coverholder is not
deemed to be
'approved' until a
proposition is funded
or some such point

Minimum
standard of
membership
information
required

Separating
entity checks
from product
and
endorsement

Reframe onboarding
to be a means of
quickly deciding
whether its a Yes or
a No for an entity

This is key to enabling a
'one and done' model
where join once and
contacted to engage with
all capacity providers form
this point onwards, subject
to proposition detail.

Agreeing a standard
for due dill is key to
this and the
challenge to do this
should not be
underestimated

Similar to beneﬁts of
creating the front end legal
in onboarding, the ability to
discuss details in closer to
real time, formalising the
interaction methods is a
good means of improving
the process

Possibility to
use tooling to
drive
outstanding
actions?

One and
done to
join

Ongoing
automated,
workﬂow
driven review
of activities

Centralised
compliance for
Coverhoder
entities makes
perfect sense

Some checks should be
done at individual entity
level but in the compliance
space it should be possible
to do once and share the
information all to see when
they need it

Separating out and
automating legal &
compliance boilerplate
frees up entities to
focus on what they
need to be doing to
ensure quality

The opportunity to
remove duplication,
clarify regs and
compliance activities
and speed them up
is where this adds
the most value in DA

Entity level due
diligence: is more
than simple
compliance,
operational
capability is also
part of this

Opportunity to
streamline the
process based upon
the level of authority
being sought by the
Coverholder

Needs to be easy for
Coverholders to fall
back into this
process where they
wish to change their
authority level

Lloyd's should set the
market standard to
remove/ minimise
syndicates asking for
more information
where not needed to
transact

Needs to recognise
that FCA viewpoint
is that it's the
underwriters
responsibility to
check as they are
delegating

Where possible we
should be taking
information direct
from CH systems
rather than forcing
down the BDX route

Reality is the initial
onboarding and annual
activities in DA are
much hard and costly
to do than in open
market, address this
ﬁrst

Clean up the
distribution chain
and challenge the
existing norms. Do
we need approved
Coverholder status
even?

Part of the
Coverholder
onboarding needs
to make clear the
pros and cons of
each diﬀerent
engagement option

Making due dill
for entry cannot
become a means
of lowering the
quality of the
checks

Opportunity to
stage approval
depending on
journey of CH

Standards
diﬃcult to
achieve

Info standardisation
is deﬁnitely useful
for the elements
that are market level
- Lloyd's can lead on
this

Separate
Lloyd's market
level base
checks from
UW checks

Echoes of Lloyd's
Bridge initiative to
connect
Coverholders and
Underwriters

The current
Lloyd's process of
joining as a CH is
so complicated its
almost 'mythical'

Opportunity to
remove the
sponsorship
requirement for
CH onboarding

vs what is
deemed
necessary?

Over
complicating
vs abdicating
in other areas

Focus at point of
joining should be
restricted to
onboarding not
proposition?

Same principle can
apply to legal amends
where actually needed
but intention would be
to create tru boilerplate
that works for the
market

Let syndicates
execute business
plan without the
peripheral items.

Collab seeing
all detail/data
"activity
stream"

API driven as
primary option,
allowing for
alternatives to cater
for diﬀering states
of connection

Use to drive
Stakeholder
activity via
workﬂow

Standardising info ﬂow
creates a level playing ﬁeld,
removing the perception
that MAs who do things
correctly are asking for too
much info compared to
others.

Drive healthy
business
behaviour ﬁne balance

Option for
individual entities
to set their
personal tagging
preferences

Diﬀerent U/W
companies have
very diﬀerent
views on info
required to
engage

BROKERS - are so
useful and there
should always be a
place for them. This is
frustrating for MAs - we
want more direct
interaction with CH.

Risk-based approach - some CH
we have 30+ year relationship
with - it's a true partnership - we
audit as infrequently as we can big chunk of our portfolio fall
into this category. These should
be super light touch. We have
another category - new CH /
riskier business - we should be
spending more time on
overseeing these.

Assisted
partnering is a
good idea, but
needs to be
intelligent and
focussed/directed

Maximise crossparty
communication

UW - could
be good to
collab from
beginning

Short form
proposition is
more suited to
the really niche,
harder to place
propositions?

Needs to be
mindful not
to restrict
appetite

Consider sharing
across the chain
and also within
stakeholder
internal
companies

Use workﬂow to
make information
accessible to all,
when they need it

Needs to facilitate
existing relationship
where working well
and also open up
access for areas that
do not work so well

A means to refocus Broker
eﬀorts towards
being advocates
rather than
administrators

Collaboration
and proposition
creation need to
have visibility
for all parties

User Experience
is a massive
part of how
successful some
like this

Over stating
the standard
can stem the
ﬂow

Lloyd's prevent MAs
from engaging directly
with Coverholders.
Appreciate sometimes
this is required but is
this always the right
thing to do?

Optionality is
important with this,
whilst culture
change is taking
place, this shouldn't
be the only means
of transacting

For Coverholders that do
not have active product do we suspend and stop
checking, remove them, or
is there a charge to be
settled to stay live?

Design has to be
such that
minimises the
cost to entities to
develop to
connect

Could work with
really strict
parameters but
trust would need
to be built for this
to take oﬀ

Using as an online
directory breaks
down barriers that
may exist, especially
for newer
Coverholders

Don't
underestimate
the value of the
Broker in this
relationship

Should support
both options to
ensure right
outcome each
time

We should be using
tools to take care of
the admin workload
to free people up to
do what they do
best - collaborating
and transacting

What's the right
path for a CH to
reach the right
broker if they
don't know where
to start

This scenario
typically occurs
where Broker has
a Coverholder in
mind to engage

Want to be able to
acess the info via
laptop, website,
access to info,
docs, who's in and
out etc.

IPad might be
useful for brokers
- phone is not
practical - only for
notiﬁcation

A natural
extension of
COVID imposed
changes to ways
of working

Potential to specify
parties CH info
requirements, could
be used to assist CH
in deciding who to
collaborate with?

Diﬀerent
syndicates and
diﬀ product diﬀ needs

Concern of
ownership of an
idea. Once its in a
centralised platform,
it must be possible
to recall it/remove it

Currently, these
types of
interactions
take place over
email or phone

Cross
sell visibility

Create a
pathway/status
marker of journeys
so know easily
where we are and
what's left to do and
when by

Co-deﬁning
the metrics
for CH's

Possibility of
creating a
tender type
model for CH to
make selection

Directory to connect
would need some
kind of rating/focus
to inform decision
making for CH to
reach out to connect

D

Look into Lloy

Root to addressing
this requires an
honest conversation
about the data that
is needed and the
quality of it.

Opportunity to
bring this activity
together to make
Lead/Follow
waterfall more
eﬃcient/faster
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